Volleyball edged in last game

By Cindy Cole

"Not long ago, the only way our oarsmen got wet was when they rowed in the rain," commented Rigger Roy Feus, summing up the MIT crew situation. "Now they get dunked offet."

For the MIT volleyball team, winning oarsmen is always thrown in the wash since the team was never really in the

ing well out of bounds to return quite a show in game three and won 15-8. Both teams put on a winning easily, 15-8. BU got its rallies in the middle three games. "Quite enough, snapped most of their opponent; but service faults, odd-fine game against a very powerful Thursday. The squad played a the MIT volleyball team last Thursday. The squad played a

15, 15-8, 12-15, 15-9, 15-12. But who out there will understand all this? Comparisons with football, hockey and basketball are hollow. The only way to understand or appreciate rowing is to have climbed into one of the sleek shells and rowed. Class Day is November 4 and is one opportunity to try rowing. The Head of the Charles, on Sunday, October 22 is a good chance to come see quality rowing. Crews from as far away as Wisconsin, Nebraska and Florida will be here to race the defending powers of the East. Anyone interested in joining the crew team is welcome to come to any practice. All novice squads practice 3-7 pm Monday through Friday.

Kathy Chrien '80 taps the ball past BU's front line in women's volleyball action last Thursday. MIT lost, 8-15, 15-8, 12-15, 15-9, 15-12. (Photo by Joel West.)
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THE NSA CHALLENGE . . . AND YOUR RESPONSE

Engineers, mathematicians, and computer scientists at NSA comprise a technological community that is unique in the Western world, and perhaps in the entire world. Members of the staff develop and utilize devices which are in advance of those utilized by any other group in the country.

Members of the NSA Technical Staff will visit MIT on October 19, 1978 to discuss in more detail the career opportunities described above.

Electrical Engineers, Computer Scientists, and Physicists please visit the Jackson Room, 38-466, 11:30-1:30 or 2:00-3:30. Mathematicians please see notices on department bulletin boards.

THE NSA CHALLENGE . . .

You are the type of engineer or scientist who is intrigued by a challenge... who looks forward to con-